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Disclaimer
This report is strictly confidential and intended for internal, confidential use by the client. The recipient is

obligated to ensure the highly confidential contents are kept secret. The recipient assumes responsibility

for the further distribution of this document.

The security investigation was carried out to the best of our knowledge and with great care. The number

of vulnerabilities found always depends on the time available for the search. The upper limit for

complete coverage is in a theoretical range that is usually no longer economically appropriate from a risk

perspective.

Introduction
The aim of this web penetration test is to help the technical personnel of the company to make the
website more secure. Although this report contains technical terms, a non-technical explanation of the
content – which can be found in the appendices – is given along with the test report, for the technical
personnel and security consultant to review. This also makes it possible for them to reproduce the tests.
Should the reader find it difficult to understand the penetration test report, go directly to the
“Recommendations and Conclusions” section. This section contains executive information. For future
help, we continue to be available to answer any of your questions.

Scope and approach
A security review was conducted (web application penetration test) of the NAVE web application.

● gain unauthorized access to the application, systems, individual functions or critical platform

components,

● read or falsify data without authorization,

● impair the availability of the application, systems, or data,

● bring the application or systems into an undefined state.

To do so, we have tested the application for the following issues (OWASP top 10 aligned):

● Poor authentication and session management

● Security-related misconfiguration

● Cross-site scripting (XSS)

● SQL injection

● XML injection

● Cross-site request forgery (XSRF)

● Insecure direct object references

● Cryptographically insecure storage

● Poor URL access protection

● Inadequate error handling

● Insecure communication

● Inadequate transport layer protection

● Inadequate separation of functions/data

● Unchecked redirections and forwarding

● Inadequate application installation (backup and test data, unneeded modules and scripts)



The web penetration test was conducted as a “Grey-Box”, implying that the security tested was given

prior information about the target applications sample.

This was done to simulate as closely as possible the viewpoint of a completely external hacker. We tried

to penetrate the website, specifically focusing on transactions and events happening in the application's

front-end and back-end.  We conducted the tests against industry best practices like the Open Web

Application Security Project (OWASP) and the tests were generated and executed based on our vast

experience in the field of Web Application Security. This approach can be summarized as follows:

● Perform broad scans on source gained during “man in the middle” captures to identify
discouraged coding practices and points that would increase compilation and program execution
overhead.

● Perform targeted code injection at identified break points in code to simulate an attack.

● Identify hard-coded cryptographic hashes, usernames and passwords that would be an easy
give-away to an attacker to obtain internal information.

● Obtain database connection configurations, informative data such as hard-coded IP addresses
and port numbers.

● Obtain developer comments that could give out too much information concerning the source
code and algorithms to an attacker.

● Provide threat ranking of the identified risks based on their level of criticality (i.e. low, medium
and high).

● Supply recommendations to enhance security.

Tools
Manual testing activities Checking all application vulnerabilities by hand
Commercial accunetix, Netsparker, Vega Used to find different vulnerabilities on the website
Burpsuite Proxy Used to sniffer the parameters of application and URL
SQLmap Used to detect and exploit SQL injection flaws
Data Tampering and replay plug-ins Used to replay transactions by modifying parameters

(elements).
NMAP Infrastructure enumeration
Manual testing Checking all vulnerabilities of server by hand



Risk Classification

HIGH

The high-risk level indicates maximum risk associated with a specific
vulnerability instance. Such vulnerability may enable an attacker to
successfully exploit the underlying application and its data to modify
application behavior to become other than it is, and is recommended
to be handled with utmost priority.

MEDIUM

The medium risk level indicates considerable risk associated with a
specific vulnerability instance. Such vulnerability may enable an
attacker to exploit the underlying application and its data to a
particular level so that the hacker can gain low-level information
about the application. Such information can be used by a hacker to
craft more specific attacks based on the information collected. The
vulnerability marked with “Medium” should be mitigated at the
earliest or soon after “High” risk vulnerabilities are mitigated.

LOW

The low-risk level indicates lowest risk associated with a specific
vulnerability instance. Such vulnerability may enable an attacker to
gain important information to the underlying application and its data
to an informative level. Such vulnerability should be mitigated soon
after the high and medium risk vulnerabilities are mitigated

HIGH MEDIUM LOW

0 0 2

Executive Summary
Based on the executive summary table, the findings only have low-level risk. As such, it seems that the

application is safe and does not contain any security holes like cross-site scripting and authorization

bypass that would have a high business impact (such as a data breach of server, or account hacking). The

test also included a price replay purchase, where attempts were made to modify the price number (for

example, changing the number 2 to 200), but were not possible. There was no possibility to see other

companies, access user information, or any other data. Low-level risk findings don’t represent a real risk

and as such, they can be skipped.
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1. Session Management Testing
1.1 OTG-SESS-003 -Testing for Session Fixation

Description of vulnerability
When an application does not renew its session cookie(s) after successful user authentication, it may be

possible to find a session fixation vulnerability and force a user to utilize a cookie known by the attacker.

In that case, an attacker could steal the user session (session hijacking).

Session fixation vulnerabilities occur when:

● A web application authenticates a user without first invalidating the existing session ID, thereby

continuing to use the session ID already associated with the user.

● An attacker can force a known session ID on a user so that, once the user authenticates, the

attacker has access to the authenticated session.

In the generic exploit of session fixation vulnerabilities, an attacker creates a new session on a web

application and records the associated session identifier. The attacker then causes the victim to

authenticate against the server using the same session identifier, giving the attacker access to the user's

account through the active session.

Business impact
It is possible to perform hijacking of an authenticated user’s session as the application does not suffer

from cross-site scripting (XSS) this is not dangerous as a finding. Only the combination of those leads to

account hacking.

Risk: LOW

Recommendation
It is recommended to make the expiration date very short or to make it a session-based expiration where

possible because most of them concern the online chat support system. As the application does not

suffer from XSS, this issue is classified as “LOW”.



2. Client-Side Testing
2.1 OTG-CLIENT-009- Testing for Clickjacking

Description of vulnerability
“Clickjacking” (which is a subset of “UI redressing”) is a malicious technique that consists of deceiving a

web user into interacting (in most cases by clicking) with something different than what the user believes

they are interacting with. This type of attack, which can be used alone or in combination with other

attacks, can potentially send unauthorized commands or reveal confidential information while the victim

is interacting with seemingly harmless web pages.

A clickjacking attack uses seemingly innocuous features of HTML and JavaScript to force the victim to

perform undesired actions, such as clicking a button that appears to perform another operation. This is a

“client-side” security issue that affects a variety of browsers and platforms. In our case, we did it by

simulating with Burp Suite.

Business impact
Hackers can manipulate genuine users to click on an unwanted URL resulting in unwanted results.

Risk: LOW

Recommendation
The application functions that are accessible from within the response should be reviewed, to determine

whether they can be misapplied by application users to perform any sensitive actions within the

application. If so, then a framing attack targeting this response may result in unauthorized actions. To

effectively prevent framing attacks, the application should return a response header with the name

XFrame-Options and the value DENY (to prevent framing altogether). You should also insert nosniff and

Strict-Transport-Security protective functions, too.



Appendix
OWASP Checklist and results


















